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This functional magnetic resonance imaging study compared the
neural activation patterns of 18 high-functioning individuals with
autism and 18 IQ-matched neurotypical control participants as they
learned to perform a social judgment task. Participants learned to
identify liars among pairs of computer-animated avatars uttering
the same sentence but with different facial and vocal expressions,
namely those that have previously been associated with lying
versus truth-telling. Despite showing a behavioral learning effect
similar to the control group, the autism group did not show the
same pattern of decreased activation in cortical association areas
as they learned the task. Furthermore, the autism group showed
a significantly smaller increase in interregion synchronization of
activation (functional connectivity) with learning than did the
control group. Finally, the autism group had decreased structural
connectivity as measured by corpus callosum size, and this
measure was reliably related to functional connectivity measures.
The findings suggest that cortical underconnectivity in autism may
constrain the ability of the brain to rapidly adapt during learning.
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Introduction

Although high-functioning autism and other autism spectrum

disorders (ASDs) are often associated with atypical social

processing, of equal importance are the learning processes

through which social processing is established. Impaired

learning in autism has been reported in a number of behavioral

studies in a variety of tasks, including procedural learning

(Mostofsky et al. 2000) and perceptual learning (Plaisted et al.

1998). Moreover, functional brain imaging studies of autism

have found systematic differences in neural functioning that

could plausibly underpin differences in the learning process. In

particular, the underconnectivity theory of autism (Just et al.

2004, 2007), which posits a reduced communication band-

width (rate of information transfer) between frontal and

posterior cortical areas, may also account for learning differ-

ences in autism. The underconnectivity theory arose from and

is supported by observations of decreased synchronization of

activation (functional connectivity) among anterior and poste-

rior cortical and subcortical areas, as measured by functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), in a wide variety of tasks,

including sentence comprehension (Just et al. 2004; Kana et al.

2006), executive functioning (Just et al. 2007), theory of mind

processing and self-related mentalization (Mason et al. 2008;

Kana et al. 2009; Lombardo et al. 2010), working memory

(Koshino et al. 2005, 2008), face processing (Kleinhans et al.

2008; Koshino et al. 2008; Wicker et al. 2008), response

inhibition (Kana et al. 2007; Solomon et al. 2009; Agam et al.

2010), complex visuospatial processing (Kana et al. 2006;

Damarla et al. 2010), and even simple motor tasks (Mostofsky

et al. 2009).

The underconnectivity theory is also supported by evidence

of disrupted structural connectivity in autism as measured by

an abnormal distribution of white matter (Courchesne et al.

2001; Herbert et al. 2004), decreased corpus callosum size

(Chung et al. 2004; Frazier and Hardan 2009), and microstruc-

tural deficits in frontal areas measured with diffusion-weighted

imaging (e.g., Barnea-Goraly et al. 2004; Alexander et al. 2007;

Keller et al. 2007; Sundaram et al. 2008) or by postmortem

histological examination (e.g., Zikopoulos and Barbas 2010).

In neurotypical individuals, one of the neural signatures of

a cortical system ‘‘learning’’ (demonstrating enhanced perfor-

mance with repetition) is a systematic increase in functional

connectivity among some of the key areas involved in the task

performance (Büchel et al. 1999; Toni et al. 2002). To date, the

implications of cortical underconnectivity in autism for such

learning have not been investigated. Here, we examined the

neural activation patterns and functional connectivity in

individuals with autism while they learned a novel task. If

normal learning in a task is dependent on unimpaired frontal--

posterior cortical communication, then one might expect to

observe neural differences between participants with autism

and control participants during the learning process.

In many neuroimaging studies of learning in neurotypical

participants, neural indices of learning, manifested in changes

in the pattern of brain activation, have been related to

behavioral measures of increased learning (for a review, see

Kelly and Garavan 2005). One such brain change with learning

is a decrease in activation in association areas over time. As

people become more proficient at a task, brain activation

typically decreases in a large set of association areas related to

the task (e.g., Haier et al. 1992). Thus, these brain centers

appear to become more neurally efficient, in that the task

can be performed appropriately with less neural activity. A

second manifestation of learning is an increase in subcortical

participation. As participants become faster at performing

a task, they show increased activation in subcortical areas

(e.g., Salimpoor et al. 2010). With increased learning, some of

the neural control of the processing may shift from cortical to

subcortical areas, which may use different procedures to

execute the processes. A third neural adaptation during

learning is repetition suppression, whereby repeated exposure

to a set of stimuli evokes decreased activation in sensory

areas. In basic visual and auditory processing tasks, as repeated

trials of an identical stimulus are presented, the neural response

in visual and auditory processing areas decreases (e.g.,

Desimone 1996; for a review, see Henson 2003). A repetition

suppression effect does not necessarily imply a change in
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strategy, or even in learning as we typically think of it, but may

simply reflect a physiological adaptation or habituation. To

summarize, the neurotypical brain activation response to

learning and repeated exposure typically consists of an

activation decrease in association areas, a decrease in basic

sensory processing areas, and an increase in subcortical areas.

As noted above, another type of neural index of learning

concerns a change in the synchronization of activation

(functional connectivity) among brain areas. Several studies

have reported that while the amount of activation in particular

areas decreases over time with learning, the degree of

synchronization of the activation among cortical areas

increases with learning (Büchel et al. 1999; Toni et al. 2002),

and furthermore, that these changes in functional connectivity

are correlated with changes in task performance during the

course of learning. This suggests that the communication or

coordination among the processes occurring in different areas

becomes more effective with learning.

Several studies have examined the neural patterns associated

with learning in autism. For example, Müller et al. (2004) found

that participants with autism and neurotypical participants both

showed reaction time improvements as they learned a motor

sequence, but brain imaging analyses revealed that while the

control group showed the typical pattern of decreasing

activation in association areas with learning (specifically in

premotor and parietal regions), the autism group instead showed

a distinct pattern of increased activation in the premotor area as

learning increased. In a facial affect recognition task, Bölte et al.

(2006) found increased cortical activation in participants with

autism who completed training relative to participants with

autism who did not complete training. Such findings suggest an

atypical pattern of increased activation in association areas with

learning in autism rather than the decrease in these areas usually

found in neurotypical participants.

Studies have also examined repetition suppression and

subcortical participation in learning in ASD. For example,

children with ASD failed to show the same increase in

activation with time in the striatum and left temporoparietal

cortex that neurotypical children showed during extended

exposure to auditory artificial languages (Scott-Van Zeeland,

McNealy, et al. 2010). In a neutral face processing task, while

individuals with ASD showed typical repetition suppression in

the fusiform gyrus, they showed decreased repetition suppres-

sion in the amygdala relative to neurotypical participants

(Kleinhans et al. 2009). These findings suggest that individuals

with autism do not show the typical patterns of repetition

suppression in the amygdala and increases in subcortical

participation over repeated exposure to stimuli.

No studies to date have explored changes in the amount of

activation and the degree of synchronization of activation

associated with learning a complex social task in autism. Taken

together, the studies above provide some evidence of an

atypical pattern of activation changes in response to learning in

autism. Previous research has shown atypical brain activation

and synchronization in social tasks in autism (Pelphrey et al.

2004; Kana et al. 2009), which could arise as a result of

a different neural organization of learning in participants with

autism. Moreover, the underconnectivity theory suggests that

decreased functional connectivity in autism could impair

learning or result in an atypical neural pattern of synchroniza-

tion following learning. Furthermore, properties of the corpus

callosum have been linked with learning ability (Koch et al.

2010), suggesting that reduced corpus callosum size in autism

(Chung et al. 2004; for a recent meta-analysis, see Frazier and

Hardan 2009), or other white matter abnormalities that are

correlated with reduced corpus callosum size, may also predict

impaired learning in autism. Decreased corpus callosum size

has also been found in individuals with learning disabilities,

such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (Semrud-Clike-

man et al. 1994), further suggesting the importance of the

corpus callosum and other white matter structures in learning.

The aim of the current study was to examine the neural basis

of social learning processes in autism. As described above,

previous research with neurotypical participants has found that

brain adaptations in learning include 1) decreased activation in

association areas, 2) decreased activation in basic sensory

processing areas, 3) increased activation in subcortical areas,

and 4) increased functional connectivity. Because learning is

neurally implemented at least in part as a network process

(Büchel et al. 1999), impaired frontal--posterior cortical

communication among brain areas in autism may affect the

learning process, such that the pattern of neural change with

learning may be altered. Specifically, we hypothesized that

individuals with autism would show smaller decreases in

activation in association areas and sensory areas and smaller

increases in activation in subcortical areas than neurotypical

participants. Furthermore, because functional connectivity has

been found to be impaired in autism during normal task

processing, we hypothesized that participants with autism

would show a smaller increase in synchronization with learning

than the neurotypical participants. Finally, we hypothesized

that functional connectivity impairments in autism would be

associated with structural connectivity deficits; therefore,

corpus callosum measurements were performed and used as

a general index of anatomical connectivity in the brain.

To examine the neural changes during social learning

processes in autism, we developed a novel dynamic social task

that required participants to learn cues associated with lying.

Participants with autism and neurotypical matched controls

were shown 2 videos depicting an avatar uttering a sentence to

the viewer, with one of the videos containing mendacity cues

and the other not. The uttered sentence was a potentially

deceptive statement, such as giving an excuse for excluding

the listener from a social engagement. The untrue videos were

identical to their matched true videos, except for the presence

of 8 auditory and visual cues to deception that are most

commonly displayed when an individual is lying versus telling

the truth (DePaulo et al. 2003). Participants were asked to

decide which avatar was the liar and which was the truth-teller.

Prior research has suggested that untrained neurotypical

individuals cannot consistently identify liars (Ekman and

O’Sullivan 1991), presenting an opportunity for a social

learning effect to occur in both groups after training. Explicit

feedback about accuracy was presented to the participants

after each response during the training phase. Behavioral

performance and brain activation and synchronization were

measured before, during, and after feedback training on this

complex social task.

Materials and Methods

Participants
Eighteen high-functioning individuals with autism and 18 neurotypical

control participants were included in the analyses. Participants were
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matched on age and IQ and had full-scale and verbal IQ scores of 75 or

above (see Table 1). Among the 18 participants in the autism group, 2

were female and 2 were left-handed. In the control group, one

participant was female and 2 were left-handed.

The diagnosis of autism was established using 2 structured research

diagnostic instruments, the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (Lord

et al. 1994) and the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (Lord et al.

2001) and confirmed by expert clinical opinion. Potential participants

with autism were excluded if they had an identifiable cause for their

autism, such as fragile-X syndrome, tuberous sclerosis, or fetal

cytomegalovirus infection. Potential control and autism participants

were also excluded if there was evidence of birth asphyxia, head injury,

or a seizure disorder. Exclusionary criteria were based on neurologic

history and examination, chromosomal analysis, or metabolic testing if

indicated.

The control participants were community volunteers recruited to

match the autism participants on age, full-scale IQ, gender, race, and

socioeconomic status of family of origin, as measured by the Hollings-

head (1957) method. Potential control participants were screened by

questionnaire, telephone, face-to-face interview, and observation

during screening psychometric tests. Exclusionary criteria, evaluated

through these procedures, included current or past psychiatric and

neurologic disorders, birth injury, developmental delay, school prob-

lems, acquired brain injury, learning disabilities, substance abuse, and

medical disorders with implications for the central nervous system or

those requiring regular medication. Potential control participants were

also screened to exclude those with a family history (in parents,

siblings, and offspring) of autism, developmental cognitive disorders,

affective disorders, anxiety disorders, schizophrenia, obsessive com-

pulsive disorder, substance abuse, or other neurologic or psychiatric

disorders thought to have a genetic component.

Handedness was determined with the Lateral Dominance Examina-

tion from the Halstead-Reitan Neuropsychological Test Battery (Reitan

1985). The brain activation data from these left-handers were clearly

similar to those of right-handers from their respective groups, and

therefore, the data were not separated by handedness. Each participant

signed an informed consent that had been approved by the University of

Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University Institutional Review Boards.

Materials and Procedure
This experiment compared participants with and without autism while

they attempted to differentiate between liars and truth-tellers in pairs

of computer-animated videos. Each video consisted of an avatar

uttering a short statement that could be either truthful or a lie. The

videos were created in pairs, with each pair consisting of a unique

avatar and spoken utterance. Within each pair, the facial and speech

characteristics of the avatar differed such that the characteristics of one

of the avatars matched those qualities found to be commonly exhibited

by people who are lying (DePaulo et al. 2003). The lying avatars

exhibited dilated pupils, a raised chin, an unsmiling mouth, increased

blinking, reduced head motion, higher voice pitch, a higher rate of

speech, and 1--2 extra pauses in the utterance. The truth-telling avatar

in each pair was identical to the liar except the avatar did not exhibit

the 8 lying-related characteristics. Figure 1 shows freeze frames from

a truth video and a lie video from 1 avatar/utterance, and the video clips

can be found in the Supplementary Material.

Each utterance was potentially interpretable as either a lie or a truth

in a situation likely to occur in everyday life. Each participant watched

36 videos. In these videos, 18 of the utterances involved a potential

monetary gain for the avatar, 9 involved a potential gain of time or

effort, and 9 involved the avoidance of social interaction with the

listener. Examples of all 3 types of utterances are shown in Table 2. The

analyses were collapsed over the different types of utterances after no

systematic differences were observed in preliminary analyses.

The videos were created in AVI format using LifeStudio (http://

www.lifemi.com/. Last accessed 15 June 2011). The videos ranged in

duration from 3900 to 6700 ms (but were almost identical for the

matched pair of lie and truth versions). The utterances were synthesized

as WAV files using Goldwave (http://www.goldwave.com/. Last accessed

15 June 2011). LifeStudio was then used to implement lip-syncing in the

avatar.

The task of the participants was to watch each pair of videos and to

choose which video contained the liar. The order of the lie and truth

videos within each pair was randomized. After the first video in each

trial (labeled with the letter ‘‘A’’ on screen) was presented, there was

a rest of 7000 ms with only an asterisk appearing on the screen,

followed by the second video displaying the same avatar and utterance

but in the complementary truth mode (and labeled ‘‘B’’). After video B,

text appeared reading, ‘‘Which person is lying?,’’ and the participant had

4000 ms to press 1 of 2 handheld mouse buttons (one in each hand) to

signal an A or B response (left-hand always signaled A). There then

followed a 7000-ms rest period before the next pair of videos. The

onset of each video was synchronized with the beginning of a time

repetition (TR), and the presentation of each video constituted

a separate event in the experimental design.

The study had 3 phases: a pretest, a training phase (the only one in

which feedback was provided), and a posttest, each consisting of 12

pairs of videos. If the participant answered correctly during the training

phase, the message ‘‘That’s right!’’ or ‘‘You’re correct!’’ was displayed. If

they answered incorrectly, the message displayed the correct de-

scription, such as ‘‘A was lying’’ or ‘‘B was lying.’’ Before each phase, the

display indicated whether or not feedback would be provided for that

phase. The experiment was an event-related design so that each video

could be analyzed separately. Four 24-s baseline fixation periods,

including one at the beginning of the experiment and one after each of

the 3 phases, were distributed throughout the session. During the

fixation periods, participants focused on a centered asterisk without

performing any task.

Prior to testing in the scanner, participants were familiarized with

the task using 2 pairs of videos that were not presented again during

Table 1
Demographic information for autism and control groups

Autism Control t
value

P

Age (years) Mean ± SD 22.4 ± 9.6 22.4 ± 4.5 0.02 ns
Verbal IQ Mean ± SD 106.2 ± 14.9 110.1 ± 6.2 1.02 ns
Full-scale IQ Mean ± SD 106.2 ± 11.9 111.2 ± 6.4 1.57 ns
Handedness Right: left 16: 2 16: 2
Gender Male: female 16: 2 17: 1
ADOS Communication Mean ± SD 5.2 ± 1.3
ADOS Social Mean ± SD 10.0 ± 2.0
ADOS Total Mean ± SD 15.2 ± 2.7

Note: ADOS, Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 1. Frames from a truth video and a lie video in one stimulus pair. The visual
deception cues in the lie video include dilated pupils, a raised chin, and no smiling.

Table 2
Examples of the utterance stimuli

Monetary: Can I borrow 50 dollars? I’ll pay you back next week.
Social time/effort: Could you take my shift on Saturday night? I have a family obligation.
Social avoidance: I’d ask you to sit at the table with me, but I’m expecting a friend.
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the fMRI study. Familiarization also entailed the use of a scanner

simulator to acclimate the participants to the scanning atmosphere and

to attain motion quality standards.

Neuroimaging Acquisition
The data were collected using a 3-T Siemens Allegra Scanner (Siemens,

Erlangen, Germany) at the Brain Imaging Research Center of Carnegie

Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh. The fMRI data were

acquired with a gradient echo, echo-planar pulse sequence with TR =
1000 ms, time echo (TE) = 30 ms, and a 60� flip angle. Seventeen

adjacent oblique-axial slices were acquired in an interleaved sequence;

each slice was 5-mm thick with a gap of 1 mm between slices (the

choice of slice thickness and short TR was intended to optimize the

measurement of the synchronization of the activation across regions

while maximizing sensitivity to activation in large [10 mm] regions of

interest [ROIs]). The acquisition matrix was 64 3 64 with 3.125 3 3.125

3 5-mm voxels. A 160-slice axial 3D magnetization prepared rapid

gradient echo volume scan with TR = 200 ms, TE = 3.34 ms, flip angle =
7�, field of view = 256 cm, and a 256 3 256 matrix size was acquired for

each participant to be used in segmenting the corpus callosum into

anatomically predefined regions.

Behavioral Analyses
The error rates and reaction times recorded by the experimental

software were submitted to 2 (group) 3 3 (training phase) mixed

analyses of variance (ANOVAs). Reaction time outliers (RT greater or

less than 3 standard deviation from the participant’s mean) were

removed; however, their frequency was low (autism M = 0.67; control

M = 0.39) and did not differ between groups (t34 = 1.52, P = 0.14).

fMRI Analyses—Distribution of Activation
To compare the participating groups in terms of the distribution of

activation, the data were analyzed using SPM2. Images were corrected

for slice acquisition timing, motion-corrected, normalized to the

Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template, resampled to 2 3 2

3 2-mm voxels and smoothed with an 8-mm Gaussian kernel to

decrease spatial noise. Statistical analysis was performed on individual

and group data by using the general linear model and Gaussian random

field theory as implemented in SPM2 (Friston et al. 1995). Group

analyses were performed using a random-effects model. Statistical maps

were superimposed on normalized T1-weighted images. An uncor-

rected height threshold of P < 0.005 and an extent threshold of six

8-mm3 voxels were used.

Contrasts were computed on the brain activation data to compare

the activation during the pretest with that of the posttest. Training

activation was intermediate between that of the pretest and posttest

conditions and is not reported.

fMRI Analyses—Functional Connectivity
The functional connectivity was computed separately for each

participant as a correlation between the average time course of signal

intensity of all the activated voxels in each member of a pair of ROIs.

Twenty-five functional ROIs were defined to encompass the main

clusters of activation in the group activation map for each group in the

Pretest-Fixation contrast. Labels for the following 25 ROIs were

assigned with reference to the parcellation of the MNI single-subject

T1-weighted data set carried out by Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. (2002):

medial frontal gyrus, superior medial frontal gyrus, supplementary

motor area, right superior parietal lobule, calcarine sulcus, and 10

bilateral ROIS, namely precentral gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, superior

temporal gyrus, temporal pole, fusiform gyrus, inferior occipital gyrus,

superior occipital gyrus, lingual gyrus, amygdala, and hippocampus. For

each of these ROIs, one or more spheres (with radii ranging from 5 to

15 mm) were defined to best capture the clusters of activation in the

Pretest-Fixation within-group contrast separately for each group. Each

sphere was initially centered on the local maxima of a cluster of

activation, but in some cases adjusted a few millimeters to better

encompass the entire cluster or to stay within the bounds of the gray

matter. The ROIs used in the analysis were each the union of the 2 or

more spheres defined for the 2 groups. Supplementary Table 1 lists the

centroids for each group for each ROI in MNI coordinates. The

activation time course extracted for each participant over the activated

voxels within the ROI originated from the normalized and smoothed

images, which were high-pass filtered and had the linear trend

removed. Participants who did not have 12 or more activated voxels

in a given ROI were excluded from further functional connectivity

analyses involving that ROI in order to ensure that the correlations

were based on stable estimates of the time course of the signal. There

were no significant differences between groups in the number of

activated voxels in any ROI for the pretest and the training phase. In the

posttest, only 4 ROIs (left inferior frontal gyrus, medial frontal gyrus,

right fusiform gyrus, and right inferior occipital gyrus) had significantly

more activated voxels in the autism group than the control group (P <

0.05), and there were no ROIs in which the control group showed

more activated voxels. Functional connectivity was computed on the

images belonging to the pretest, training, and posttest conditions and

not during the baseline condition, so it reflected the synchronization

between the activation in 2 areas while the participant was actually

performing the task. Thus, correlations of activation among regions are

not influenced by changes in the magnitude of blood oxygen level--

dependent (BOLD) signal changes between rest and task performance

but only by synchronous fluctuations of signal during task performance.

Fisher’s r to z transformation was applied to the correlation coefficients

for each participant to ensure normality of the distributions prior to

averaging and statistical comparison of the 2 groups.

Functional connectivity was measured for each participant in each

group separately for the pretest, training, and posttest conditions for all

300 possible pairings of the 25 functional ROIs. A 2 (group) 3 3

(training phase) mixed ANOVA was conducted to assess overall

differences in the means of these 300 ROI pair connectivities. To test

the prediction that frontal--posterior connections would show signif-

icant underconnectivity in autism (Just et al. 2004, 2007; Kana et al.

2006, 2007), a 2 (group) 3 3 (training phase) mixed ANOVA was also

conducted using only the 98 ROI pairs that existed between the 7

frontal ROIs and the 14 posterior ROIs (parietal, temporal, and occipital

ROIs). To demonstrate that any emerging functional connectivity

results would not be dependent on the specific choice of activation

measures, the analyses were repeated using the time courses of 3

alternative activation measures, with methods and results reported in

the Supplementary Material. One such measure used the activation

level of only the peak-activated voxel within the functional ROI.

A second measure used the average activation of activated voxels in

anatomically defined ROIs. A third measure was similar to the one

reported in the paper but excluded the 6-s interval that included the

rise of the hemodynamic response to the onset of the videos.

Corpus Callosum Morphometry
The cross-sectional area of the midsagittal slice of the corpus callosum

was measured using the parcellation scheme described by Witelson

(1989). The 7 subregions of the corpus callosum include the rostrum,

genu, rostral body, anterior midbody, posterior midbody, isthmus, and

splenium. The corpus callosum size was normalized by dividing it by

the total gray and white matter volume (total cerebral volume) for each

participant. The gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid

volumes were measured for each subject by segmenting the T1-

weighted structural brain image into 3 masks. The segmentation was

performed by SPM2 routines. The outer contour of the corpus callosum

was manually traced (with an interrater reliability of 0.87), and then

interior segmentation, area, and length computations were performed

by image processing software.

Corpus callosum measurements were compared for 17 of the 18

participants with autism and all 18 controls; one member of the autism

group requested to be removed from the scanner after functional scans

but before the structural scans. T-tests were run to compare the 2

groups for each of the 7 corpus callosum subregions. These analyses

were motivated by previous findings of reduced white matter volumes

and midsagittal area measurements in the corpus callosum in autism

(Chung et al. 2004; Frazier and Hardan 2009). Decreases in corpus

callosum size, and reliable relationships between this anatomical index

of white matter integrity and functional connectivity or behavior, have
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been reported in several previous studies (Kana et al. 2006, 2009; Just

et al. 2007; Mason et al. 2008). Given that no previous study has

reported larger corpus callosum size in autism, one-tailed P values are

reported here.

Results

Overview

The autism group and the control group both learned to

accurately perform the lie detection task. The autism group

showed a similar activation pattern from the pretest to the

posttest, whereas the control group showed a large reduction

in activation. The autism group had significantly lower

functional connectivity across all pairs and, specifically, across

frontal--posterior pairs, than did the control group, across

training phases. Both groups showed an increase in functional

connectivity from the pretest to the posttest across all ROI

pairs and, specifically, for frontal--posterior pairs, but the autism

group showed a significantly smaller increase than the control

group. Corpus callosum measurements revealed somewhat

smaller areas of the rostrum, anterior midbody, and posterior

midbody than the control group. In the autism group only, the

size of the posterior midbody section was reliably correlated

with functional connectivity in frontal--parietal pairs.

Behavioral Results

The 2 groups performed similarly throughout the experiment,

with both groups improving from pretest to training and from

pretest to posttest. The autism group and the control group

showed similar error rates (F1,34 = 0.1, P = 0.79) and reaction

times (F1,34 = 0.02, P = 0.88) throughout the task, as shown in

Table 3. Participants made reliably more errors in the pretest

than in the training phase (F1,34 = 14.0, P = 0.001) or the

posttest (F1,34 = 14.9, P = 0.001). There was also a trend toward

more errors in the training phase than the posttest (F1,34 = 3.3,

P = 0.08). There was no interaction between group and phase

for error rates (F2,68 = 0.5, P = 0.60). A similar pattern occurred

in reaction times: participants responded reliably more slowly

in the pretest than in the training phase (F1,34 = 11.5, P = 0.002)

or the posttest (F1,34 = 19.2, P = 0.0001). Participants also

responded more slowly in the training phase than the posttest

(F1,34 = 4.3, P = 0.05). Furthermore, there was an interaction

between group and phase (across all 3 phases) in reaction

times (F2,68 = 3.1, P = 0.05). This interaction was significant

when comparing the reaction times in the pretest and posttest

(F1,34 = 4.3, P = 0.05), suggesting that the control participants

showed a greater improvement in reaction times from the

pretest to the posttest than did the participants with autism.

There was also a marginal interaction between group and phase

for the comparison of reaction times in the pretest and training

phase (F1,34 = 3.2, P = 0.08). The mean error rates and response

times are shown in Table 3.

Group Differences in Brain Activation

Throughout the experiment, the 2 groups showed similar

locations of activation while viewing videos, including bilateral

superior and middle temporal gyrus, bilateral inferior frontal

gyrus, bilateral inferior occipital gyrus, and superior medial

frontal gyrus, as shown in Figure 2. There was little difference

between the 2 groups in the distribution of the activation in

the pretest. The areas of activation for each group in the main

condition contrasts are shown in Table 4.

The main group activation difference was in the change in

the activation from the pretest to the posttest (which were

separated by the training). The participants with autism

showed very little decrease in brain activation from the pretest

to the posttest, unlike the control participants, who showed

a large reduction in activation from the pretest to the posttest,

as shown in Figure 3. The areas of activation for this between-

group comparison are shown in Table 4 (no other between-

group comparisons had reliable areas of activation at this

threshold level). The autism group showed only small

reductions in activation, mainly in sensory areas, including

bilateral superior temporal gyrus, bilateral inferior frontal gyrus,

bilateral fusiform gyrus, and bilateral inferior occipital gyrus.

Controls, on the other hand, showed greatly reduced activation

in many areas involved in the task, including bilateral precentral

gyrus; bilateral inferior frontal gyrus; bilateral superior, middle,

and inferior temporal gyri; bilateral middle and inferior

occipital gyri; bilateral fusiform gyrus; supplementary motor

area; bilateral superior parietal lobule; bilateral supramarginal

gyrus; left temporal pole; and right middle cingulate gyrus. The

location of the training effect (decreases in activation from

pretest to posttest) in each group is shown in Figure 4.

There were also several brain areas that were more activated

in the posttest than the pretest. The control group showed

increased activation during the posttest in the left superior

frontal gyrus, the hippocampus, the caudate, and the putamen.

The hippocampus and other medial temporal structures play

a role in learning and recalling stimulus--response associations

and have been shown to increase in activation while reaction

time decreased to repeated stimuli (Salimpoor et al. 2010). In

contrast, the autism group did not show an activation increase

in the hippocampus and caudate but instead showed an

increase in several association areas involved in the task,

including bilateral precentral gyrus, left superior and middle

frontal gyrus, and bilateral angular gyrus, as well as bilateral

putamen. Figure 5 shows the areas in which activation was

greater for the posttest than the pretest in both groups.

Functional Connectivity

The functional connectivity (simple Pearson correlation

between pairs of areas’ averaged BOLD signal time courses

during task performance) across all pairs of ROIs showed

significantly lower functional connectivity in autism (autism

mean = 0.55; control mean = 0.65; F1,34 = 7.6, P = 0.01),

confirming reduced functional connectivity in autism relevant

to a complex social judgment task. There was also a reliable

main effect of training phase (F2,68 = 509.7, P < 0.0001): both

the autism group and the control group showed a significant

increase in functional connectivity over the course of the

experiment as the participants were learning how to perform

the task, indicating that functional connectivity provides

a sensitive index of learning in this task. Importantly, however,

Table 3
Error rates and response times for both groups

Error rate (%) Response time (ms)

Pretest (%) Training (%) Posttest (%) Pretest Training Posttest
Autism Mean

(standard error)
32.9 22.9 15.3 1065 978 924

6.1 4.0 4.3 114 106 108
Control Mean

(standard error)
38.0 19.9 17.1 1235 955 839

5.6 4.6 4.0 132 72 89
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there was also a robust group by training phase interaction

(F2,68 = 50.9, P < 0.0001). This interaction reflects the finding

that while both groups showed an increase in functional

connectivity from the pretest to the posttest, this increase was

significantly smaller in the autism group, as shown in Figure 6.

Thus, the findings from this complex social judgment task

provide evidence of lower task-relevant functional connectivity

in autism, confirm that whole-brain functional connectivity

increases with learning regardless of diagnosis and also

demonstrate that functional connectivity increases less among

those diagnosed with high-functioning autism.

In order to test the prediction that the autism group would

have lower functional connectivity specifically in frontal--

posterior pairs, the above analysis was repeated on the subset

of the 98 pairs between frontal ROIs and posterior ROIs

(temporal, parietal, and occipital). The functional connectivity

between frontal and posterior regions was significantly lower in

the autism group (autism mean = 0.50; control mean = 0.60;

F1,34 = 5.3, P = 0.03). The functional connectivity in frontal--

posterior connections also increased reliably from the pretest

to the training phase and to the posttest across both groups

(F2,68 = 583.6, P < 0.0001), and there was a significant

interaction between training phase and group, which also

occurred across all pairs (F2,68 = 39.0, P < 0.0001). This again

indicates that despite similar behavioral learning effects, the

group with autism displayed lower frontal--posterior functional

connectivity related to task performance overall and a smaller

increase, relative to neurotypical participants, in frontal--

posterior connectivity with repeated experience with the task.

When the above analyses were repeated on functional

connectivity values based on activated voxels within anatom-

ical ROIs, the same pattern of results emerged. The same

pattern also emerged when the analyses were repeated when

the first 6 s of the activation time course (in the functional

ROIs) following stimulus onset were excluded. When the

analyses were repeated on functional connectivity values based

on the peak activated voxel within each functional ROI, the

interaction effect and effect of training phase remained, while

the group effect lost significance. The results of these analyses

are reported in more detail in the Supplementary Material.

Corpus Callosum Morphometry

To investigate a possible anatomical basis of reduced functional

connectivity in autism, the size of the corpus callosum was

measured and used as a general index of structural connectiv-

ity. The corpus callosum size for each segment (normalized by

total brain volume) was compared between the 2 groups. The

autism group had a reliably smaller rostrum (t33 = 2.23, P =
0.02) and anterior midbody (t33 = 2.02, P = 0.03) than did the

control group. The autism group also had a smaller posterior

midbody than did the control group (t33 = 1.85, P = 0.04).

However, the differences above were no longer reliable after

correcting for multiple comparisons. The remaining segments

showed no significant difference between groups.

Relation between Functional Connectivity and Corpus
Callosum Size

The relation between the functional connectivity of an

individual during the posttest and the size of their corpus

callosum segments in both groups was also examined. In the

autism group, the size of the posterior midbody was correlated

with the average functional connectivity of frontal--parietal

pairs (r = 0.63, P = 0.01). The control group did not show this

correlation (r = –0.09). Figure 7 shows the positive correlation

of posterior midbody size and frontal--parietal functional

connectivity in the autism group, with no discernable pattern

in the control group. If corpus callosum size is interpreted as an

index of structural connectivity, this finding suggests that there

is a correlation between functional connectivity and structural

connectivity.

Figure 2. Within-group contrasts showing regions that were active during the pretest and posttest as compared with fixation. The t-maps are thresholded at P\ 0.001 with an
extent threshold of 6 voxels.
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Table 4
Areas of activation for the within-group contrasts of pretest with fixation, posttest with fixation, and pretest with posttest, as well as the between-group contrast for pretest with posttest

Location of peak activation Cluster size t34 MNI coordinates

x y z
Autism group: pretest-fixation

Bilateral middle and superior temporal, inferior frontal, middle and inferior
occipital, cerebellum, calcarine, lingual, fusiform, precentral; R inferior
temporal, middle frontal, hippocampus, insula

41 241 21.4 60 �18 0

Bilateral superior medial and superior frontal, supplementary motor area 2930 6.73 4 8 72
R inferior and superior parietal, angular 173 3.05 42 �54 56
R precuneus 33 2.79 8 �62 40
L inferior parietal 16 2.68 �30 �58 50
L pallidum, putamen 16 2.6 �16 8 2

Control group: pretest-fixation
Bilateral middle and superior temporal, inferior frontal, middle and inferior
occipital, precentral, calcarine, lingual, fusiform, cerebellum, insula,
thalamus; R inferior temporal, middle frontal

48 191 16.9 54 �14 �4

Bilateral supplementary motor area, superior medial and superior frontal;
R middle cingulate

2569 7.9 �6 18 50

L caudate, putamen, pallidum 85 3.05 �12 10 6
Autism group: posttest-fixation

Bilateral middle and superior temporal, inferior frontal, calcarine, middle
and inferior occipital, cerebellum, lingual, angular, fusiform, hippocampus,
precentral; R middle frontal, inferior temporal

43 284 14.1 �52 �42 8

Bilateral superior medial and superior frontal, supplementary motor area 2896 6.08 8 12 70
Bilateral precuneus, posterior cingulate 855 5.01 2 �62 40
L putamen, pallidum, caudate 269 3.46 �20 0 10
R postcentral, inferior and superior parietal, precentral 74 3.41 50 �24 62

Control group: posttest-fixation
L middle and superior temporal, supramarginal, heschl, inferior frontal,
inferior parietal, superior temporal pole, angular

6046 10.1 �58 �26 �2

Bilateral calcarine, lingual, cerebellum, inferior, middle, and superior
occipital, fusiform; R cuneus

7704 9.14 2 �96 �8

R superior, middle, and inferior temporal, inferior and middle frontal,
superior temporal pole, supramarginal, heschl, hippocampus

7628 9.11 50 �34 0

R precentral, middle frontal 192 5.82 50 6 52
Bilateral supplementary motor area; L superior medial and superior frontal 255 5.07 �6 18 52
L precentral, inferior and middle frontal 890 5.01 �50 0 52
L superior medial frontal 134 4.8 �6 42 44
L caudate, anterior and middle cingulate 41 4.68 �8 10 22
R inferior parietal 57 4.17 54 �50 54
L hippocampus, thalamus, lingual 95 3.35 �22 �28 �4
L putamen 21 3.08 �22 4 6
R angular 10 2.92 38 �58 38

Autism group: pretest-posttest
L cerebellum 7 9.44 �8 �28 �22

Control group: pretest-posttest
Bilateral middle and superior temporal, middle and inferior occipital,
precentral, inferior frontal, fusiform, lingual, cerebellum, supplementary
motor area, insula; R inferior temporal, superior parietal, superior
occipital, supramarginal

51 426 13.9 �48 �2 44

L superior and inferior parietal, precuneus 658 6.71 �26 �54 54
R supramarginal, inferior and superior parietal, postcentral 134 4.29 60 �28 50
Bilateral anterior cingulate, olfactory; R medial frontal 81 3.29 0 26 �2
L inferior parietal, supramarginal 26 2.88 �58 �30 44
R superior medial frontal 8 2.71 8 50 38

Control group-autism group: pretest-posttest
R precentral, inferior and middle frontal 363 6.96 58 12 36
L middle and inferior occipital, lingual, fusiform, cerebellum, inferior and
middle temporal, vermis

3311 5.62 �48 �78 �12

L precentral, postcentral, inferior frontal 676 5.08 �50 �2 46
R middle and inferior occipital, inferior and middle temporal, fusiform,
cerebellum

1081 4.85 48 �78 �14

R supramarginal, inferior parietal, postcentral 109 4.75 58 �28 50
R fusiform, lingual, cerebellum 440 4.58 32 �56 �10
R middle temporal, middle occipital, angular 226 4.51 44 �68 20
L superior and middle frontal, precentral 282 4.48 �26 �2 54
L precuneus, superior parietal 108 4.46 �12 �56 44
L inferior parietal, supramarginal, postcentral 436 4.31 �56 �30 44
R middle and superior temporal, middle and superior temporal pole 118 4.24 48 0 �22
R inferior and superior parietal, angular 146 4.04 30 �60 56
R lingual, calcarine 129 3.97 12 �82 �8
L superior and inferior parietal 86 3.95 �24 �50 50
R precentral, postcentral 90 3.75 38 �16 56
L supplementary motor area, paracentral 25 3.64 �12 �20 56
L middle temporal 43 3.61 �58 �58 0
L supplementary motor area 10 3.59 �8 18 68
L precuneus, cuneus 41 3.59 �14 �54 18
R angular, superior and middle occipital 44 3.53 34 �66 40
L inferior frontal 18 3.52 �60 18 8
R inferior frontal 37 3.51 56 26 �4
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Discussion

Despite showing a behavioral improvement from the pretest to

the posttest that was similar to the control group, the autism

group showed a different pattern of neural change during

learning. Both groups increased in accuracy and decreased in

reaction time on the lie detection task, with the control group

showing a greater decrease in reaction time than the autism

group. However, the autism group showed only very small

decreases in activation in association areas as they learned the

task and in fact showed an increase in activation in a number of

association areas, whereas the control group showed a large

decrease in many association areas as they learned. Although

both groups showed similar decreases in activation in sensory-

perceptual areas, the group with autism did not show the

increases in activation in the hippocampus and caudate found

in the control group. A learning effect was also seen in the

functional connectivity (correlations between activation time

courses in distinct regions) across all pairs in both groups: the

functional connectivity throughout the brain increased as

participants learned the task. Nevertheless, the autism group’s

increase in functional connectivity was less than the increase of

the control group. Thus, although the 2 groups showed a similar

behavioral pattern of learning, the control group showed clear

evidence of increased neural efficiency, while the autism group

did not. We discuss each of these findings in more detail below.

Behavioral Pattern of Learning

The behavioral results revealed that participants in both groups

improved at the lie detection task from the pretest to the

posttest, showing lower error rates and shorter reaction times.

Furthermore, the majority of this improvement occurred

between the pretest and the training phase, suggesting that

the participants learned to improve their performance either

before the training phase or during the very early trials of the

training phase. Therefore, the behavioral improvement most

likely reflects incremental perceptual learning by the partic-

ipants as they saw many trials of the video stimuli. The

feedback trials may not have been necessary for the partic-

ipants to learn the lie detection task. Thus, both groups

improved their performance at this task mainly through

incremental perceptual learning as they performed the early

trials in the pretest and training phases. These behavioral

findings alone provide important new data about the ability of

individuals with high-functioning autism to detect and use

social cues to improve performance on a complex social

judgment task.

Learning Effects in Association Areas

During learning, the autism group did not show the same

pattern of decreased activation throughout the network of

areas involved in the lie detection task as did the control group.

This network consisted of higher order areas involved in

performing various facets of the task, including short-term

memory (superior parietal lobe), language processing (inferior

frontal gyrus and superior temporal gyrus), and motor planning

(supplementary motor area). As the control group became

more proficient at the task, they appeared to reduce the use of

nonessential processes in these areas involved in higher level

cognition. This decrease in activation is consistent with

Table 4
Continued

Location of peak activation Cluster size t34 MNI coordinates

R precuneus, superior parietal 57 3.5 12 �52 48
L inferior frontal 22 3.5 �34 22 26
L inferior frontal 26 3.48 �50 6 4
R insula, inferior frontal 52 3.4 30 24 �2
L superior temporal pole 19 3.39 �58 10 �6
L middle temporal 15 3.36 �66 �32 �8
L parahippocampal, hippocampus 18 3.36 �10 �4 �16
R superior frontal 45 3.35 26 �8 64
L inferior and superior parietal, middle occipital 12 3.34 �28 �82 44
L middle and superior frontal 7 3.23 �20 44 20
L middle occipital, inferior parietal 20 3.2 �32 �70 36
R cerebellum 11 3.19 36 �76 �22
L supramarginal, postcentral 6 3.18 �54 �22 16

Note: L, left; R, right. The threshold for significant activation was P\ 0.05 for a spatial extent of at least 6 voxels, corrected for multiple comparisons with false discovery rate. Region labels apply to the

entire extent of the cluster. T values and MNI coordinates are for the peak activated voxel in each cluster only.

Figure 3. Between-group contrasts showing regions that displayed greater activation for the pretest than the posttest. The t-maps are thresholded at P\ 0.005 with an extent
threshold of 6 voxels.
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previous findings of increasing neural efficiency in neurotypical

individuals as they receive more practice (for a review, see

Kelly and Garavan 2005). The autism participants, however, did

not show evidence of such increased neural efficiency. In fact,

the autism group showed an increase in activation in a subset

of these areas, including bilateral precentral gyrus, left superior

and middle frontal gyrus, and bilateral angular gyrus. This

suggests that while the participants with autism learned how to

do the task, their brains did not streamline the neurally based

higher order processes underlying their performance and

instead recruited additional association areas.

The decrease in activation in neurotypical participants in

this task may in part reflect changes at the level of improved

communication between brain areas. The individuals with

autism may have shown less decrease in activation because

their communication between brain areas is impaired, an

interpretation consistent with the underconnectivity theory of

autism (Just et al. 2004, 2007). This perspective is supported by

the present finding of reduced functional connectivity in the

autism participants, as well as the reduced structural connec-

tivity indicated by the consistent trend in this study and others

of reduced corpus callosum size in autism (see meta-analysis by

Frazier and Hardan 2009).

Another possibility is that activation changes in the neuro-

typical group were brought about by a change in strategy. For

example, at first the neurotypical participants may have tried to

encode and remember as many cues from the videos as

possible, each of which may or may not have signaled

deception. However, as the participants learned which specific

cues were informative, they may have performed the posttest

while encoding only a minimally sufficient set of cues. Any

single cue from the set of 8 informative cues would be

sufficient to detect the liar. Thus, the decrease in cortical

activation in neurotypical individuals may reflect the use of

a more economical strategy in the posttest. This interpretation

is consistent with the finding of increased activation in the left

superior frontal gyrus in the control group during the posttest,

which may reflect more strategic control. The postulated

impaired connectivity of the autism group may have limited

Figure 4. Within-group contrasts showing regions that displayed greater activation for the pretest than the posttest. The t-maps are thresholded at P\ 0.001 with an extent
threshold of 6 voxels.

Figure 5. Within-group contrasts showing regions that displayed greater activation for the posttest than the pretest. The t-maps are thresholded at P\ 0.001 with an extent
threshold of 6 voxels.

Figure 6. Average functional connectivity across all ROI pairs for the 3 training
phases.
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their ability to develop a more economical strategy. The

decreased functional connectivity throughout the brain in the

autism group may reflect diminished communication between

distinct areas. Such impaired communication may have limited

the ability of the executive system to exert control over the

posterior areas involved in this task. Thus, the autism group

may not have been able to restrict their attention to only

a minimal set of cues and may instead have learned to attend to

more cues in the posttest. This interpretation is consistent with

the findings that the autism participants in fact showed

increased activation in several cortical areas during the

posttest, including the precentral gyrus, angular gyrus, and

superior and middle frontal gyri. These areas may have been

involved in encoding and keeping track of several cues from

the videos. Thus, unlike the control group, the autism group

may have been unable to implement a more economical way to

perform this task due to decreased communication between

frontal and posterior areas.

Learning Effects in Sensory Processing Areas

Both the control group and the autism group showed

a decrease in activation in sensory processing areas, including

primary auditory cortex and visual processing areas in the

fusiform gyrus and the occipital lobe. This decrease is similar to

a repetition suppression effect, which is an activation decrease

in sensory areas upon repeated exposure to identical or

qualitatively similar stimuli (Desimone 1996; Henson 2003).

Repetition suppression effects have also previously been found

in the inferior frontal gyrus (Lustig and Buckner 2004), as

occurred in the present study for both groups. Despite the fact

that the individuals with autism failed to show an activation

decrease in higher order association areas, they did show

a basic repetition suppression-like response to the complex

visual and auditory stimuli in sensory-perceptual areas. This

response in the sensory regions is consistent with previous

findings of unimpaired functional connectivity between poste-

rior regions in autism (Villalobos et al. 2005; Koshino et al.

2008). Thus, the inability of the autism group to neurally adapt

with practice is limited to higher order areas involved in this

complex social task, and the adaptation in sensory areas

appears to be relatively unimpaired.

Learning Effects in Subcortical Areas

The control group alone showed an increase in activation with

learning in the hippocampus, which may reflect a reliance on

learned stimulus--response associations. Salimpoor et al. (2010)

found that activation increases in the hippocampus and other

structures were positively correlated with reaction time

improvement in a mathematical cognition task. Thus, activation

increases in these areas may suggest that, in addition to using

a strategy that encodes fewer cues, the control participants

may have learned a direct association between the appropriate

response and the presence of a specific cue. This may have

further allowed the elimination of other cognitive processes

that were previously necessary to perform the task. In contrast,

the autism group did not show an increase with learning in

hippocampal activation, raising the possibility that they did not

learn an association between a specific cue in the stimuli and

the appropriate response. Nevertheless, this account is

somewhat speculative, and further research is necessary to

determine why the individuals with autism did not show as

much increased activation in the hippocampus with learning as

the control group. Despite some evidence of increased

volumes of the striatum in autism (Hollander et al. 2005),

a structure involved in learning (Packard and Knowlton 2002),

there were no reliable differences between the way the autism

group and the control group showed increased activation with

learning in the striatum (in either one or both of its component

parts: the caudate and putamen).

Increased Functional Connectivity after Learning

Both the autism group and the control group showed increased

functional connectivity (across all pairs) as they became more

proficient at the lie detection task, reflecting increased

synchronization across the areas activated in this task. This

suggests that participating brain areas became better co-

ordinated as they continuously functioned together on re-

peated trials of the task. Increases in functional connectivity

have been previously observed when neurotypical participants

learned locations of objects (Büchel et al. 1999) and

Figure 7. Scatterplots of frontal--parietal functional connectivity and normalized
posterior midbody scores in the autism group (A) and the control group (B).
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visuomotor associations (Toni et al. 2002). It is not surprising

that there were much higher increases in functional connec-

tivity in the control group, as the activation results have

suggested that only the control group eliminated nonessential

processes after learning, possibly due to more economical

strategy use and reliance on learned associations. The reliable

functional connectivity increase in autism suggests that sheer

practice might improve interregional coordination and hence

increase functional connectivity in this population, at least for

some of the brain regions central to a cognitive processing task.

Functional and Structural Connectivity Group
Differences

Many of the individual findings in this study lend support to the

theory that autism is characterized by compromised connec-

tivity or bandwidth. These findings include decreased func-

tional connectivity in the autism group, as well as a trend of

decreased structural connectivity as indexed by corpus

callosum size. Furthermore, in the autism group alone the

posterior midbody size (within the corpus callosum) was

correlated with frontal--parietal functional connectivity, sug-

gesting that the functional connectivity is constrained by white

matter properties in autism. Similar evidence of a relationship

between corpus callosum size and functional connectivity in

autism has been shown previously, specifically in the posterior

midbody area (Kana et al. 2006), as well as in other segments of

the corpus callosum (Cherkassky et al. 2006; Just et al. 2007;

Mason et al. 2008). The findings of this study lend further

support to the underconnectivity theory of autism, extending

its application to a social learning task.

There are some boundary conditions in which the under-

connectivity theory may not apply without further understand-

ing of the phenomena at issue. One example concerns the

application of the theory to electroencephalography (EEG)

data, where measures of EEG coherence across electrodes (the

counterpart of functional connectivity) are lower in autism in

some frequency bands but are higher in other bands (Murias

et al. 2007). So extending the theory to EEG measures awaits

a better understanding of how a cortical communication

bandwidth limitation may affect different frequencies differ-

ently. Another boundary condition concerns frequency bands

in fMRI data that are not clearly related to cognitive processes.

A number of fMRI studies of ASD have measured what they

refer to as ‘‘intrinsic’’ functional connectivity by partialling out

task-related effects from the data and filtering out the

cognitively driven higher frequency signals from the time

course, prior to calculating the functional connectivity.

Although some of these studies of low-frequency, intrinsic

functional connectivity report reduced frontal--posterior func-

tional connectivity in ASD (e.g., Villalobos et al. 2005; Jones

et al. 2010), others have found predominantly increased

intrinsic functional connectivity in ASD between cortical and

subcortical regions (e.g., Mizuno et al. 2006; Turner et al. 2006)

or between frontal and posterior cortical regions (e.g., Noonan

et al. 2009). Without understanding how those frequency

bands of fMRI data that are not clearly related to cognitive

processes might be affected by a cortical communication

bandwidth limitation, it is difficult to know how to apply the

theory to such data. Another area for further investigation

concerns underconnectivity in children with ASD; the only

published study examining functional connectivity in children

(8--12 year olds) with ASD showed a trend for functional

underconnectivity between the main frontal activation and

other areas (Lee et al. 2009), consistent with the theory. Finally,

the theory will inevitably have to be refined as diffusion-

weighted imaging techniques reveal increasing detail about

differences in white matter tract attributes in autism, such as

geometric and diffusion properties of specific tracts. Studies

such as Sundaram et al. (2008) and Kumar et al. (2010) report

numerous disturbed attributes of white matter tracts as well as

numerous attributes that show no difference. Thus ‘‘under-

connectivity’’ is a much simplified description of a multifaceted

disturbance of a complex anatomical structure.

It should be noted that functional underconnectivity occurs

not only in autism but also in other disorders. Altered

functional connectivity has been reported in schizophrenia

(Meyer-Lindenberg et al. 2001), attention-deficit hyperactivity

disorder (Castellanos et al. 2008; Konrad and Eickhoff 2010),

epilepsy (Waites et al. 2006), bipolar disorder (Wang et al.

2009), disruptive behavior disorder (Marsh et al. 2008), and

dyslexia (Pugh et al. 2000). Further research is clearly

warranted to identify the distinguishing patterns of connectiv-

ity disturbances among different disorders and the mechanisms

underlying each.

The findings reported in this study reveal impaired learning-

related functional connectivity in autism. This underconnec-

tivity may reflect a reduced communication bandwidth in

autism, resulting in slower less effective communication

between cortical areas. In this complex social decision-learning

task, this reduced communication may restrict strategic

control over the posterior areas involved in performing the

task, limiting the ability of the individuals with autism to

eliminate nonessential processes with practice. In this manner,

underconnectivity in autism may have led to abnormal

plasticity with learning. This is the first application of the

underconnectivity theory to a learning paradigm.

Implications of the Current Findings for Autism

A somewhat surprising result was that individuals with autism

became behaviorally more proficient at a complex social

judgment task with feedback training despite not showing

most of the neural changes with learning that the control

participants showed. The autism group did not show decreased

activation in higher order association areas; they did not show

an increase in hippocampus activation; and, they showed

a smaller increase in functional connectivity than the control

group. However, not all of the brain responses during learning

were abnormal in the autism group. The individuals with

autism showed a typical repetition suppression-like response in

primary sensory areas. The failure of the autism group to

exhibit the normal neural signs of adaptation during learning

may be attributable to impaired frontal--posterior cortical

connectivity in autism. Although cause and effect are difficult

to disentangle in a complex dynamic system such as the brain,

there is a plausible causal account. Genetic factors may affect

the anatomical connectivity in autism (Geschwind and Levitt

2007) with the physiological, functional, and behavioral

consequences following. This account has interesting implica-

tions for autism, especially in the context of a social task, such

as lie detection. Many social cognition processes are proficient

and automatic in neurotypical individuals (Bargh and Williams

2006), whereas many of these same processes are impaired and
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under strategic control in individuals with autism. It is possible

that the abnormal neural response during social learning as

exemplified by this task impairs the ability to learn social tasks

more complex than the lie detection task, which could

ultimately be performed successfully through a stimulus--re-

sponse learning paradigm. This account may explain some of

the characteristic social deficits of the disorder, as well as other

types of complex processing deficits in autism that require

frontal participation.

The implications of these findings may be limited to high-

functioning adults with autism. More research is needed to

determine if these findings extend to adults with autism with

below average IQ or to children with autism. Future studies

that collect eye gaze data may be able to determine if any of the

activation differences between groups reported here are

related to atypical patterns of facial scanning known to occur

in autism (e.g., Klin et al. 2002). Furthermore, the feedback

used during training only provided explicit information about

the correctness of responses and was not designed to be

rewarding for the participants. Reward processing has obvious

implications for learning, and studies of reward processing in

autism have shown atypical neural responses to both monetary

and social rewards in areas such as the ventral striatum,

prefrontal cortex, and the anterior cingulate (Schmitz et al.

2008; Scott-Van Zeeland, Dapretto, et al. 2010).

Conclusions

This set of findings suggests that frontal--posterior under-

connectivity in autism may hinder the emergence of more

economical strategies during the learning of a novel task. The

abnormal brain adaptations during the learning of a social task

in autism may be related to the social deficits that characterize

autism.
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org/
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